Why We Need Trinity Turtle Healing Labyrinth Park

“Watching people walk is Art in Motion!”

The Vision . . . Stress Reduction for Our Community & Sustainability for CAPPED

Since 2000, CAPPED has provided cutting edge integrative and holistic educational programs and services for the Tularosa Basin and Mountain Communities of southern New Mexico. We have assisted more than 51,000 visitors seeking assistance for themselves or loved ones. CAPPED community presentations, television and radio commercials have reached an additional 4 million people with advocacy, information on prevention, access to care and more.

Yet despite our success supporting the needs of our communities, CAPPED has been on the verge of closing several times in the past 20 years. The landscape for nonprofit funding has changed so much that grants that once supported us no longer exist. If not for the generosity of a few our doors would have closed 10 years ago.

To survive, we must become sustainable by offer more paid integrative and stress reduction services to our communities.
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“Why do we Need Trinity Turtle Healing Labyrinth Park?”

1. This uniquely beautiful, holistic park is a jewel in the crown of Tourism for not only Otero County but for all of New Mexico.
2. Workshops and Tools for Chronic Stress Reduction for:
   A. Businesses
   B. Children
   C. Couples
   D. Organizations
3. Improved Health for All.
4. Sustainability for everything that is CAPPED for the next 100 years!

Join us. We need everyone’s help!

If a chronic illness has ever altered your life, share your heart, your talent and your contributions —

- Volunteer.
- Monthly contributions
- Annual contributions
- Square Foot Sponsorships
- Legacy Gifts

“Leave a priceless living legacy.”

Finally, Artist’s will paint the 5000 + border blocks, creating the... “Most Spectacular Public Arts Project NM has ever seen!”

Showcasing the... “Natural Wonders & Historic Treasures of the Tularosa Basin & Sacramento Mountains”

SEEKING SUSTAINABILITY...

For the past 14 years, CAPPED has been working to design a model for sustainability. We have worked out most of the details. Now we are mobilizing communities to help build it. Like an old-fashioned barn raising, this “100 Year Labyrinth Park” will be built by the work of New Mexico’s Modern Pioneers. Every day people who are seeking a better “Quality of Life” for themselves and their loved ones — for generations to come.

Covid-19 really threw a wrench into our plans. To meet our New 2025 timeline we must raise $300,000 (cash and in-kind contributions) by January 30th, 2023. This will pay for the concrete slabs to complete the Labyrinths and basic park utilities. It will then take 2 years to finish cutting-in and staining the modern day petroglyph borders.

(Note: We have already invested more than $180,000 for the land, roads, sign, lighting, ramp and Children’s labyrinth.)

Stress is #1 Killer... in the world today. Chronic Stress triggers chronic illnesses. CAPPED stress reduction programs can help you reduce your stress, increase your health, improve your quality of life.

Thankfully... Christmas week 2019, Rev. Warren Robinson dedicated the Children’s Labyrinth at Trinity Turtle to the “Health and Healing of All Who Walk and/or Visit”. Please join us and walk in the beauty of candle light on Christmas Eve annually!

God willing... the full dedication of Trinity Turtle Healing Labyrinth Park, which will be the “Largest Permanent Labyrinth in the USA”, will occur Christmas Week of 2025.

Covid-19 really threw a wrench into our plans. To meet our New 2025 timeline we must raise $300,000 (cash and in-kind contributions) by January 30th, 2023. This will pay for the concrete slabs to complete the Labyrinths and basic park utilities. It will then take 2 years to finish cutting-in and staining the modern day petroglyph borders.

(Note: We have already invested more than $180,000 for the land, roads, sign, lighting, ramp and Children’s labyrinth.)

“Investing $1.00 on Prevention today will save you a minimum of $5.00 on doctors visits, surgeries and drugs in your future.”

Visit: www.capped.org

Beautiful Rock Benches Available for Sponsorship!